
DESIGN

We follow recommended guidelines of the Association of Perioperative Registered Nurses (AORN) in the 

design, folding and packing of each set. Each pack has a label with full set of instructions for use including 

the right aseptic and fast removal, use and disposal. These drapes are elegantly and ergonomically 

designed to cover persons from one fingertip to the other and to operate as a wider anesthesia screen. 

REINFORCEMENT

Exceeding ASTMF 1671 specs, the design and construction incorporates fenestrations and splits in each  

drape surround areas of impervious reinforcement made with highly absorbent fabric to absorb blood 

and body fluids while the plastic backing prevents further transmission. 

CONTAINMENT OF FLUIDS

Select designs carry inbuilt pouches that will collect blood and fluids draining from the body and reduce 

risk of contamination, spread and exposure to OR personnel. These pouches also make it conducive to 

clean up and dispose off such fluids. 

ADHESIVE

Meticulous to the last detail we ensure use of skin-friendly adhesive tapes to keep drapes fitted in place 

without affecting the barrier. We include incise as routine in C-section drapes, carniotomy drapes and 

open heart drapes. 

TUBE & LINE HOLDERS

Each drape includes velcro tube and line holders to keep them in place and distanced from fenestration. 

FABRIC CHOICES

We offer surgical drapes and packs with a choice of various fabrics to suit end use. Buyers can pick from 

trilaminate, spunlace and SMMS fabric, each made to the highest standards of protection, comfort and 

ease of use. 

Our surgical drapes are designed and manufactured to the highest quality standards on modern equipments. 
They meet or exceed expectations as regards permeability and protection against transmission of pathogen 
besides possessing excellent adhesion, strength and comfort giving properties. 
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